Gilbarco e-Mobility Solutions

50kW DC FAST CHARGER

&
FUELING

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION

THE

FUTURE
For over 150 years Gilbarco Veeder-Root
has been part of the American landscape.
A brand that established an industry and is
synonymous with quality and performance.
Built on cutting-edge technology and fueled
by world-class engineering, Tritium is the
leader in DC Fast Charging solutions.
Together we’ve spent more than a century
building the most innovative products in
the fueling industry. Together, we’re ready
to take on the next century of fueling
advancements.
Welcome to the future of Gilbarco VeederRoot and Tritium. Welcome to the future of
fueling.

CHARGE AHEAD

This is how charging was meant to be experienced. With 50kW of power, a small footprint
and patented liquid-cooled technology, the Veefil RT is built to fuel the
every day.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Durable UV
resistant exterior
maximizes brand
visibility

Patented
Liquid-Cooled
Technology
reduces wear

World’s smallest
footprint for a
DC fast charger

Reduced set-up
costs and faster
installation time

Low maintenance
ensures maximum
up time

POS & OCPP
Integration facilitates
easy connection to
your existing store
POS*

Optimal
functionality in a
wide range of
environmental
conditions

Advancements in
design and
engineering
mean increased
reliability

*Contact Gilbarco for more on Point-of-Sale integration

PREMIUM QUALITY

There is something common in Gilbarco Veeder-Root and Tritium’s core: premium quality.
Fueled by the pursuit of innovation, design, and engineering, this drive for excellence is at
the heart of our brands. It is reflected in the Veefil-RT model with its patented liquid-cooling
system, small footprint and attractive design. This reliable and robust electric vehicle fast
charger is the leading choice of site hosts for easy installation and low maintenance.

Front & back
LED security lights
3G/wireless
communication

RFID card reader

CCS (SAE combo)

Emergency stop button

Custom vinyl
branding wrap

Simple to
use interface

CHAdeMO
Durable UV resistant
polycarbonate shell

Radiator panel
Aluminium base
plate

The Veefil
design increases
site location
options and
reduces the cost
to install.

INTUITIVE SIMPLICITY

The user interface speaks a language we can all understand. The intuitive layout and icons
clearly walk the user through the charging process without using a word.
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CONNECT, PAY, START
1. Connect Plug to Car - Icon flashes when the unit is available for use.
2. Card Activation* - Swipe your card over this area to activate the user interface, and to also
unlock a charging session.
3. MAX or HALF - Toggle button to select a half or maximum charge amount. (if not pressed
goes directly to maximum)
4. START - Push to start the charging session.
5. STOP - Push to stop the charging session.
6. Return Plug to Charger - Icon flashes to indicate that the charging session is complete and
the plug should be returned to the plug holder.
7. Not in Service - Icon will light up when the charger is not in service.
8. Locked symbol - Lit when a charging session is in progress and the interface panel is locked.
9. Charging indicator - Will glow when a charging session is in progress.
10. LED information displays - Displays minutes, battery percentage during charge, kilowatts
delivered, $ fee charged based on setup.
*Contingent on charger setup and POS/network integration

EXPRESS YOURSELF

We undertand your brand is important to you. The Veefil chargers provide advanced
technology and performance wrapped up in a stunning body. Customize any charger with
your logo and instantly equate your brand with the future of fueling.

INNOVATION FUELED

When it comes to industry-changing innovation, Gilbarco Veeder-Root and Tritium have
always been ahead of the curve. The refined features you’ll find in our charger models
today are paving the way for the EV technology of the future.

Awarded for
its design.
Loved for its
functionality
INDUSTRY AWARDS

LORD MAYOR’S
BUSINESS AWARDS

NOVA 106.9 AWARD FOR
BUSINESS INNOVATION
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCT INNOVATION
OPTUS BUSINESS PLATINUM
AWARD

GOOD DESIGN AWARDS
TRANSPORTATION

QUEENSLAND IAWARDS
SUSTAINABILITY
NEW PRODUCT

50kW DC FAST CHARGER

